Upper body accelerations as a biomarker of gait impairment in the early stages of Parkinson's disease.
Changes in upper body (UB) motion during gait may be a marker of incipient pathology, intervention response and disease progression in Parkinson's disease (PD), which if independent from the lower body motion, might provide an improved assessment of gait. This study aimed to test this hypothesis and establish whether variables calculated from accelerations measured on the UB are unique from spatiotemporal characteristics and can contribute to an improved classification of PD gait. Data was obtained from 70 people with PD (69.2 ± 9.9 y.o. 36.9 ± 12.3) and 64 age-matched controls (71.6 ± 6.8 y.o.). Spatiotemporal characteristics were measured using a pressure sensitive mat (GAITRite). Head and pelvis accelerations were synchronously measured with wearable inertial sensors (Opal, APDM). Pearson's product-moment correlations were calculated between 49 selected variables from UB accelerations (representing magnitude, smoothness, regularity, symmetry and attenuation) and 16 traditional spatiotemporal characteristics (representing pace, variability, rhythm, asymmetry and postural control). Univariate and multivariate regression analysis was used to test the variables ability to classify PD gait. The variables were mostly unique from each other (67% of variables recorded an r < 0.3). Univariate and multivariate analysis showed that UB variables were moderately better at classifying PD gait than the spatiotemporal characteristics (Univariate: 0.70 to 0.81, Multivariate: 0.88 to 0.91 AUC). This study showed for the first time that, if aiming at objective and optimal sensitive biomarkers for PD, UB variables should be measured in conjunction with spatiotemporal characteristics to obtain a more holistic assessment of PD gait for use in a clinical or free-living environment.